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Foreword 
_________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
Bismillahirrahmanirrahim. All praise to Allah SWT. Blessing and Prayers be 
upon Prophet Muhammad SAW, and also to his family members, kindred‘s, 
companions and his followers who adhere faithfully to his teaching.  
 
I would like to express my gratitude for this invitation to write a few words 
in conjunction of this proceeding. Heartiest congratulations go to the organizers 
of the 2
nd
 International Islamic Heritage Conference 2017 (2
nd
 IsHeC2017) that 
was held on 14
th
 – 15th November 2017. Congratulations also to the editors for 
their efforts in publishing the articles presented at the 2
nd
 IsHeC2017.  
 
Proceeding of 2nd International Islamic Heritage Conference 2017 is a very 
noble effort as it adds to the corpus of literature on Islamic based research in 
various disciplines of knowledge. I hope that this proceeding can be a catalyst for 
the germination and strengthening of Islamic knowledge. 
 
Finally, I wish to extend my sincere appreciation to all parties involved in 
the publication of this proceeding especially Academy of Contemporary Islamic 
Studies (ACIS) UiTM Melaka, Center for Islamic Philanthropy and Social 
Finance (CIPSF), Pusat Jaringan Industri, Komuniti dan Alumni (PJI & A) UiTM 
Melaka and the authors for their contribution. 
 
 
 
DATUK PROF. MADYA SABARIAH MAHAT 
 
Rektor, 
Universiti Teknologi MARA Cawangan Melaka, 
Alor Gajah, Melaka. 
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Preface 
_________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
In the name of Allah, the Most Beneficent, the Most Merciful. All praise is 
due to Allah SWT, the Almighty. We all praise Him, seek His Help, and ask for 
His Forgiveness. We seek refuge with Him from the evil of our souls, and from 
our sinful deeds. He whom Allah SWT guides, no one can misguide him, and 
whoever Allah SWT misguides, no one can guide him. Blessings and prayers 
upon His Messenger Prophet Muhammad SAW. We would like to express our 
thorough and sincere gratefulness to Allah the Almighty, who has given us the 
opportunity to write, edit and complete the Proceeding of 2nd International 
Islamic Heritage Conference 2017. 
We wish to extend our appreciation to YBhg. Datuk Associate Professor 
Sabariah Hj. Mahat, Rector of Universiti Teknologi MARA (UiTM) Cawangan 
Melaka for her full encouragement in ensuring the success of the 2
nd
 IsHeC2017 
and also the publication of this proceeding. Special thanks to YBrs. Associate 
Professor Dr. Shafinar Ismail, Deputy Rector of Research and Industrial Linkage 
UiTM Cawangan Melaka for her continuous support in 2
nd
 IsHeC2017.  
A great deal of appreciation also goes to the Center for Islamic 
Philanthropy and Islamic Finance (CIPSF), Uni-Charity Society, ACIS UiTM 
Cawangan Melaka and UiTM Press for their tremendous effort in making the 2
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF CHARACTER CATOGERY IN JAWI 
TYPOGRAPHY-AN IMPLEMENTATION IN TYPOGRAPHY 
COURSE IN UITM 
 
Intan Nur Firdaus Muhammad fuad Sharifah Raudzah S. Mahadi & 
Ahmad Khairul Azizi Ahmad 
 
ABSTRACT 
The treasures inherited by Malays are the jawi texts that have been used for many 
years. The history of its use along with the arrival of Islam goes beyond hundreds 
of years. Historical discovery is an important proof of how jawi texts were used in 
many writing and art. Jawi's defense was finally collapsed and threatened when 
there was a 1963 Akta Bahasa which stipulated Rumi's writing into Malay, the 
purity of Jawi writing should be done to see this jawi writing continue to breathe. 
The use in the design field is also seen as not widely used by jawi calligraphy 
itself, also the jawi calligraphy symbols are not widely used as identity logos in 
companies in Malaysia despite the fact that the company belongs to the Malays 
themselves. As designers especially bumiputras there are lack of the master or 
practicer on jawi letters, Where jawi writing and jawi calligraphy are only 
exposed at school through several programs, including the J-QAF program. In the 
main objective of this study, improvement to facilitate the comprehension of jawi 
characters in recognizing jawi letters is that this typographic anatomical system is 
structured yet flexible system that able to help designer to achieve coherency in 
organizing jawi typeface. The anatomy forms the great foundation on the typeface 
layout. This is important to designer espeacially typographer or calligrapher to use 
it in every project to ensure that they are using the same level of quality and 
displaying consistenly of the end result in every each of jawi typeface exploration. 
 
Keywords: Jawi, Typography, Calligraphy, Anatomy, Graphic Design  
 
INTRODUCTION 
Previously then the Arabic script (which is an advanced process of hiegliph 
writing through phunisia, in which later from Phunisia's writings arises again 
Armani's and Musnad's writings), the Malay people use the word "rencong" which 
is identified as an old Malay letter written on reed stems and Leaves and then 
followed by the use of writing kawi and palava originating from India. With the 
advent of Islam, Malays try to use the palava or kawi script to write about Islam 
but neither of them is appropriate because it cannot conceal the multiple copies of 
the Quran and Hadith properly. According to Dr. Hashim Musa, a former lecturer 
at Akademi Pengajian Melayu from the University of Malaya through his writing 
"The History of Jawi's Progress" - "This situation caused the Malays to 
experiment with the Arabic alphabet, where at the end, the Malay people included 
some letters influence from the Persian language and other letters that they created 
Itself to comply with the Malay syllables, it was' che ',' nge ',' pa 'and' nya'. 
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Alphabet 'vi' was introduced later in the 1990s by Malay language tutor, Language 
Council and Library.
1
 
The name of jawi script is also known as 'Arabic Malay Writing' has been 
used since the arrival of Islam in Nusantara. Now, the term "jawi script" is 
recognized in Malaysia, Singapore, southern Thai and Brunei Darssalam when in 
Indonesia this is known as "Malay Arabic "There is a lot of historical evidence 
that shows jawi have been used for a long time. The writings of Jawi are widely 
used in various fields of writing as well as the arts.
2
 Among the examples, the 
discovery of the Terengganu Batu Bersurat encountered in the Tersat River, Kuala 
Berang with 702H (1303M), gold and silver coins crafted with the name of the 
Malay king, The letters of the Malay kings, including the non-Malay kings such as 
Portugal and England, the treaty letters of the king and the archipelago, records of 
ownership and trade, the charter and the folklore, Carving on tombstones, 
Carvings and logs, carvings of pottery, carvings of mosques, and newspapers and 
magazines. 
 
 
Figure 1: Terengganu Batu Bersurat found on Terat River, Kuala Berang , 702H 
(1303M) 
 
PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 
"If a nation has no culture and art, then the next generation will lose their 
identity and will not know their origin and will not know the characteristics of 
their nation's heritage," -Prof Datuk Dr. Mohamed Mustafa Ishak 
 
                                                 
1 Sejarah perkembangan Tulisan Jawi-Hasim Musa. Kuala Lumpur : Dewan Bahasa dan 
Pustaka, 2006. 
2 Jawi, Jawah, Javadwipa Oleh SALIM MD ZAIN  
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Prof Datuk Dr Mohamed Mustafa Ishak also said that a nation with no 
artistic or artistic heritage was a despicable nation and no civilization. 
Preserving the Malay Heritage is the responsibility of activists, scholars, 
researchers, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), private agencies and 
relevant ministries as one of the resolutions found in the title of the Malay 
Heritage Congress 2005 as a Malay Alliance Congress to safeguard and preserve 
the heritage Of lost in the past. That‘s why it is important for us to defend it 
because it is a necessary claim to the progression and continuity of a nation. 
The use of jawi texts continued to survive until after the Second World 
War, until the 20th century, it was used in the Malay states, especially the 
Unfederated Malay States and the Malay states outside the Peninsular. 
The Jawi writings were eventually collapsed and endangered when the 
1963 Akta Bahasa established the writing of Rumi into Bahasa Melayu. The 
various hitch continued to be faced in purifying jawi texts in line with the current 
circulation to create a new spelling system through the spell-free jawi and the new 
Jawi spell publications .The direction of jawi writing goes missing its cause is 
increasingly threatened from day to day, the spelling system and its writings are 
like losing the root of history-losing its power to compete with Rumi's 
increasingly powerful volume of influence, losing the ability to elevate his 
greatness as a major reference in Writings and language development, Jawi scripts 
are also less able to influence the Malay community to control themselves from 
learning, weak and difficult to determine, and even the influence of eternal 
minded colonists up to now. 
Today, jawi texts have once dominated the world of Malay literature to 
the international stage as it waits for a burial if no one would care about this issue. 
If observed, the current education system does not emphasize the use of 
jawi itself and for those who have long left the world of schooling. It is no longer 
using jawi texts that are only applied in Islamic education subjects in schools. 
Although the government has injected the J-QAF program, which has to be 
praised by us, that in J-QAF program there is a jawi module for the effort to assist 
and restore the knowledge of the jawi text but it is not enough to accommodate the 
student's focus and to strengthen students' understanding of jawi as a result of the 
jawi model is lightened against the modules like others in J-QAF programme such 
as quran, arabic and fardu ain. The effect is still there are blind jawi. When 
viewed the form and origin of the jawi text it seems to have been considered a 
language of Islamic art. Elected and standardized to illustrate the art of Islam 
itself. Jawi calligraphy is limited to events that are just as diverse and symbolizing 
Islam 
The Malay community should be proud of the jawi text that featuring the 
Malay identity itself inherited by the previous generation. It is important to regain 
the jawi text itself. The meaning of jawi writing should be given serious attention. 
The jawi script that carries the identity of the Malay community itself should be 
raised by the Malays themselves. It should be appreciated by concerning the skills 
in jawi art. The design of the logo by the use of jawi art is a branch that can be 
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carried far better in terms of maintaining its suitability and raising the dignity of 
the khat jawi itself. 
According to a Utusan Malaysia press release 07/07/2012, a quotation 
titled 'The Love of Korean Lecturers on Writing Jawi' Dr. Kang Kyoung Seok 
states how the current position and situation of jawi texts are increasingly 
challenging and not many young people who know reading and writing jawi. The 
number of jawi experts has also diminished as many experts known to him have 
retired without any substitute. Looking at his statement seems to give a great blow 
to the Malay community itself. This is certified by the Secretary-General of 
Malaysia's Malay Education Concept (GAGASAN) Syed Anuar Syed Mohamad 
by quoting the Malaysian envoy of 08/02/2012 stating that the Malays should rise 
to anxiety over the fate of the jawi texts which have been forgotten. 
Most of the research is carried out on the writing method of jawi writing 
by training the students' skills in identifying the hijaiyah through the art of writing 
using a rub-shaped pen or khandham pen. This can be seen through an example of 
a pilgrim's study of " Pengajian Seni Kaligrafi dan tulisan Jawi ( Arab Melayu) di 
Perguruaan Tinggi Malaysia ". At the beginning of the lesson, students are taught 
to write by recognizing the anatomy of the jawi characters with the "belah 
ketupat" anatomy system.
1
 
 
 
Figure 2: Jawi typeface through anatomy of the ―belah ketupat‖ 
                                                 
1 PENGAJARAN SENI KALIGRAFI DAN TULISAN JAWI (ARAB MELAYU) DI 
PERGURUAN TINGGI MALAYSIA: Satu Kajian di Universiti Pendidikan Sultan Idris (UPSI) 
Tanjong Malim, Perak, Darul Ridzuan 
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After students master the basic of each characteristic the jawi alphabets, 
they will continue to learn the letters of the connection for each of these jawi 
characters using the method by training them (students) writing the repeated 
sentences. There is no denying that anatomical learning with this ―belah ketupat‖ 
is considered essential for learning but also the characteristics of the body of the 
hijaiyah alphabet is consider to be very important because according to 
designmomo website that understanding the fundamental principles and concepts 
of typography is the first step to being a successful typographer. The most basic 
component of typography is the letter, and each letter of the alphabet is 
distinguished by its unique shape, or letterform. 
Primarily the design classes that Student has to take were based on 
anatomy and terminology of type. Undoubtedly it‘s necessary to possess some 
basic knowledge of the terminologies before the student step into the arena of 
type. It can be puzzling if we discuss about type using informal terms like 
thingies, slants and squiggles and when referring to jawi typeface there is no 
specific identification of the specific features or catogery in jawi each of its 
alphabet. 
The introduction and basics features of the letter are seen as essential in 
the basic design of typography design for designers and typographers. Graphic 
design learning focuses on the foundation of design knowledge. Students must 
really understand the basics of the design knowledge to make them easier to do 
typography or calligraphy or to apply in their design art direction of their work. 
Which is requiring them to understand this knowledge. 
The use in the design field is also seen as not widely used by jawi 
calligraphy itself. Using or implemented jawi calligraphy are not widely used in 
logos on companies or personal in Malaysia, despite the fact that the company 
belongs to the Malays themselves. There are not many factors that cause why jawi 
alphabet are not used or applied especially in designing logos. 
Typography implements in this study in an effort to attract graphic art 
students in jawi. It is conservation efforts are seen to be quite coherent because 
typography is the basic subject that must be co-authored by all students who 
follow the graphic design arts department and is no exception. The knowledge of 
knowing jawi characteristic has to be included in the typography subject. 
Understanding the fundamental principles and concepts of typography is the first 
step to being a successful typographer. Undoubtedly it's necessary to possess 
some basic knowledge of the terminologies before the student step into the arena 
of type. Also supported by muhamad abdul aziz ab.Gani, Mohamad Hariri 
Abdulah, Mohamad Noorman Marsek and Ishak Ramli where typography is not 
merely a reading material, It includes all design aspects in delivering massage to 
the audience. Typography needs to have a legibility aspect to determine that it is 
easy to recognize and remember. Likewise with jawi calligraphy that will be used 
for other design. This study looks at the important of jawi need to have certain 
anatomy and characteristic such as Latin letters so that characters are more 
recognizable and memorable. The easy understanding of jawi characters has yet to 
be compounded by graphic design art students as jawi calligraphy is divided into 
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various styles resulting them to be in confusion. The simple system that can be 
implemented to by give them an open view of the jawi character which it can 
make it eassier for them to create new style of jawi or using jawi in their design. 
 
OBJECTIVE PURPOSE 
The purpose of this study is to demonstrate, improve the advantages of jawi 
calligraphy in graphic design well. Train the society's perception especially the 
Malays that this jawi calligraphy art can be made as one of the preferred 
subdivision in the use of graphic design and as well as for the Malay identity 
itself, also helps the designers to be knowledgeable and not afraid to create the 
individual identity or the company by using jawi in their logo or design. 
 
Main Purpose 
The main purpose of this study is to improve the identification of jawi calligraphy 
that can be used in logo design with good design elements and principles towards 
the company / individual. The introduction of anatomy jawi that is inspired by the 
anatomy of latin alphabet that can be use in the typography subjects. It is also 
intended to facilitate the student's memory, so that their can implement the jawi 
art or calligraphy in graphic as well as improving their knowledge in the proper 
use of calligraphy in graphic design. 
 
Objectives 
Specific objectives to be achieved. Among them is; 
• Improvements to facilitate the understanding of jawi characters in recognizing 
the jawi letters 
• To revive the interest of graphic design students especially Malays in jawi texts 
and raise the jawi text. 
• To make jawi graphic as one of the identity of a company / individual specially 
Bumiputra / Malay company / individual 
 
LITERTURE REVIEW 
YAB Menteri Besar of Kedah YAB Dato 'Seri Ustaz Azizan (2010) stated that the 
jawi script was enshrined in the Constitution that Malay language was understood 
by jawi or rumi script. There is no basis for anybody to worry about. The jawi 
script is to defend the Malay heritage. A new generation who does not know this 
jawi writing is seen greatly losing. 
Azrina Sobian (2006) in his article states that halal products of Muslim 
small industry face branding problems. The branding problem is that some brand 
dosent potrey Islam or halal characteristic. Such a mistake will makes a halal 
itemlooks like not to be halal. This can prevent the flow of goods from producers 
to consumers. It is sad to see many small Muslim industries capable of producing 
their own goods but failed to market it due to branding problems (Utusan 
Malaysia, June 30, 2006). The role of jawi that can be processed in the form of a 
logo or identity can be used to be one of the features to solve the problem. 
Graphic art students need to be proficient in the use of this jawi alphabet. 
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Calligraphy art especially jawi contains high artistic value, there is an embodied 
philosophy, testing and activating creativity in forming a diverse pattern by the 
use of various methods. The teaching method of khat and jawi art should be 
fostered the interests and the talent to student in in order to produce jawi texts that 
are beautiful and interesting. Jawi script is a high value legacy for Malays in the 
archipelago all over the world. In order to prevent the fate of burial, the university 
roles should always be concerned and support the efforts of the Ministry of 
Education (KPM) besides the Ministry of Higher Education (KPT) to strengthen 
the development of jawi writing so that the writing continues to breathe and it 
needs to be injected through the process of teaching and learning (Makmur Harun 
, Muhamad Bukhari Lubis, 2016) 
Through his findings in three IPTAs in the southern zone and two IPTAs 
in the northern zone to see the teaching of jawi writing is less practiced or given 
emphasis and there is a university that does not have the skill in writing this jawi 
calligraphy, except for an IPTA University of Sultan Idris (UPSI ) is an initiative 
and committed in this jawi calligraphy script, but the way in which this writing is 
learned is more to the introduction of the jawi letters to be mastered.1 
 
HIPOTESIS 
 
1. Writings are a valuable treasure for civilization of a nation, for 
example, Russian people have cyrilic writings and Japanese have a proud 
kanji script. Jawi scripture with the Malays should also be taken seriously 
in an effort to bring it back. 
2. The form of jawi text is difficult to translate to make an interesting 
graphic design due to the lack of mastery and knowledge of this Jawi 
characters 
3. The form and origin of the jawi text it seems to have been considered to 
represent an Islamic art language. Elected and standardized to illustrate 
the art of Islam itself. Jawi calligraphy is limited to occasional religious 
events. 
 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
The researchers conducted an easy questionnaire to 50 respondents comprising 1st 
semester students in which the questionaire asked the student's interest and 
knowledge of jawi. 
48 out of 50 answering yes to the question Where it proved the existence 
of jawi exposure at school 
                                                 
1 PENGAJARAN SENI KALIGRAFI DAN TULISAN JAWI (ARAB MELAYU) DI 
PERGURUAN TINGGI MALAYSIA: Satu Kajian di Universiti Pendidikan Sultan Idris (UPSI) 
Tanjong Malim, Perak, Darul Ridzuan 
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Figure 3: Result bar chart on Question on did you study jawi writing in your 
school? 
 
How did the jawi alphabet been emphasize to you in the past? 
 
 
Figure 4: Result bar chart on How did the jawi alphabet been emphasize to you in 
the past? 
 
22 answering low 24 answering medium and only 4 answering heavy. 
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Figure 5: Result bar chart for question asking the respondent either they can write 
well in jawi 
 
On question 3 Did you writing well in jawi 10 respondent answering yes, 14 
avarage and 16 no. 
 
 
Figure 6: Result bar chart for qontinuation question asking the respondent either 
they can write well in jawi asking for the reason why for those who cant 
 
Continuting from the previous question, the researcher asking on the 
reason why the cant write well in jawi and 8 out of 30 mention that they don‘t 
have good exposure, 12 mention jawi alphabet to them are hard to learn and 
remembered and the rest not interested to learn jawi alphabet more. 
 
 
Figure 7: Result bar chart on Question on the respondent experienced in 
producing graphic designs that use jawi latters? 
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48 respondet answering No for the experiencing designing garphiv design using 
jawi alphabet or jawi characteristic. 
 
Figure 8: Result bar chart on Question on the respondent feel the importance of 
jawi being appointed as our own art of writing. 
 
50 respondents agreed on the importance on conserving the jawi alpahbet. 
 
 
Figure 9: Result bar chart on Question jawi implemention on tpography silibus 
 
45 respondents mention that they are ready to learn jawi alphabet if its in 
the silibus of typography which this can answering the objective 2 and 
implementing the objective 3. This research has been developed by reffering the 
typography anatomy system that had been developed previously from the Latin 
alphabet anatomy system (figure: 2). 
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Figure 10: Latin Alphabet Typography Anatomy 
 
To answer the objective 1 on Improvement to facilitate the 
comprehension of jawi characters in recognizing jawi letters the system of 
anatomy typography is seen structured yet flexible system that able to help 
designer to achive coherency in organizing jawi typeface. The anantomi forms the 
great foundation on the typeface layout. This is important to designer espeacially 
typographer or calligrapher to use it in every project to ensure that they are using 
the same level of quality and displaying consistenly of the end result in every each 
of jawi typeface exploration. 
 
Figure 11: The Development of Jawi Characteristic Anatomy 
 
As can see in figure 3, the detail of the basic jawi alphabet character had 
been develop stimulating from latin alphabet anantomy. Using imaginary most of 
it the horizontal (imaginary line) .Most of the character had been place to sit snap 
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on the base line. The top of alif stroke, Khaf and Lam had been at better know as 
assender line which it marks the top line wherein the height of alif stroke, khaf 
and Lam stem. Alphabet Kho and Ghain top are above Assender line which it can 
be call sky line where is marks the upper boundry of all letters. The rest top most 
starting point are at mean line. Where as some of the alphabet like Ba, Jim, Ha, 
Kho, Ro, Zai, Sin,Shim, Sdot, Dhot, Ain, Ghain,Mim, Nun, Wau and Ya most of 
their end of the caharacteristic or title/dot been sat at the desseder line or below 
more. Alphabet Alif charecteristic start and end with stoke. Ba, Ta and Sa 
charecteristic start with bowl that refers to the loops where they lean on the 
baseline that automaticially creates opended counter that partially enclosed space 
within the letter and end with title that looks like dot. Jim, Ha and Kho 
characteristics start with crossbar stoke then end with bowl for Ha, while Jim and 
Kho end with title. The placement title Jim at the center bowl and Kho at the upper 
crossbar. Dal and Zhal start with short stoke. Dal end with arm known as the 
horizontol stroke that not connected or one ends where Zhal end with title above 
mean line and below assender line. Rho and Zhai had similar characterictic with 
Dal and Zhal that have the same start but the only different Rho and Zhal end with 
leg (lower than arm angled stroke). Sin and Shim start with double chin that sit on 
baseline and end with opened small counter, plus Shim adding the three title. 
Shod, Dot, Tho and Zho start with curve that assemble the shoulder (the curve 
stoke) and the eye (that stick out of the shoulder). Shod and Dhot end with steam 
while Tho and Zho end with small opened counter along with Dhot and Zho also 
end with title. Ain and Ghain are more likely Capital E but more curvy.Start with 
curve stroke that create small apperture then another curve stoke that create 
slidely bigger apperture. While Ghain end with title that reach the sky line. Fa and 
Khof characteristic start with the existing of the eye follow with the opened 
counter, medium opened counter at Fa and small opened counter at Khof.Khaf and 
Lam have similar characteristics start with steam and end with opened counter. 
Simple Min start with head and end with tail downward to the baseline. Nun 
alphabet look similar to Ba, the only different Ba has wider opened counter 
compare to Nun. Nun opened counter similar to Khaf. Ha characteristic are unique 
because it start with ear first then head then end with arm. Wau alphabet start with 
eye and end with leg. Last but not least the alpabet Ya look similar to S latin 
alphabet only the end stroke will be drag alone to create wider opened counter and 
end with double title. 
 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
Turn out that while the importance of jawi typography is often overlooked, it 
actually play a crital role in strengthening, create interest and highlighting in the 
design espeacially those design that implemented the jawi typeface.Yes there is 
the rich world full of letter to be explore by this students. Lots of amazing rabbit 
hole to be dive in but the possibility higher percented the student to dive into jawi 
hole will be fustrated if they do not know the basic of the jawi typeface. The 
overwhelmingly contemptuous jawi position is seen as frightening and a step 
should be taken in spite of the small step for jawi conservation itself. The 
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introduction of jawi characters to design students is a step towards jawi 
conservation by initiating creating relationships between jawi alphabets and 
students. Instilling student's love to jawi alphabets. In the further step the 
knowledge of jawi typography, which including the characteristic jawi category 
will be included in the typography syllabus with notes, on going assignment and 
class task will be arrange in the typography classes in order to answer the 
objective 2 To revive the interest of graphic design students especially Malays in 
jawi texts and raise the jawi text., and to answer the objective 3 to design jawi 
graphic as one of the identity of a company / individual specially Bumiputra / 
Malay company / individual. 
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